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 20 web pages of color photos. In a uncommon discipline of Indian traditions, Joseph Kurian is
usually "Gurukkal" or "person who knows." Old Vedic sciences and rejuvenation techniques
adapted for modern existence. Light, pleasurable reading for personal and professional
development. Simple recommendations to stimulate beauty, health, and vitality.Refreshingly
authentic account of the original energy medicine - the subtle body and physiology as one
dynamic system.
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Living In Beauty I highly recommend Living in Beauty. It breaks down the mystical
misunderstandings of these historic sciences and sheds light on the issues and healing
treatments of today's mental and physical, and spiritual illnesses. This publication can be a
validation for what I've seen and have sensed is most effective for children to allow them to feel
protected and develop loving interactions. The section of the publication that I came across to
be the most profound and validating is usually his section on kids and their well getting. I've
intuitively felt that kids need to be with their mother,who stays at home for at least a few years
and ideally for many in order for them to have a good basis for harmonious living. God bless
Joseph Kurian. He also adresses the issue of birth and discusses how placing the kid on the
mothers upper body and not slicing the umbillical cord until after it stops pulsing actually helps.
My intuition tells me that these practices are more healthy and organic than what typically goes
on in many hospitals in the United States. I am an educator. Read Live In Beauty! It helps one to
understand a different modality of healing. A genuine gem among the best from ancient herbal
arts Surviving in Beauty is a remarkable book that delves deep in to the most ancient of vedic
sciences, Dhanur Veda and Kalaripayat and is told by the Grasp himself. I was fascinated with
his life experience and his unique recovery abilities that have made him known throughout the
world. Joseph Kurian is usually a gifted healer which reserve helps one have an improved
knowledge of what he does and how it operates. Joseph requires these complex eastern
sciences and brings them to us in easy and simple to understand way and helps us to
understand the true meaning of beauty. The book explains the initial energy matrix of our body,
mind, and emotions that are delicately interwoven with the planets and stars own unique energy.
The reserve gives us a macro and micro cosmic watch of ourselves and how to be healed from
illnesses, find our destinies, and change our lives. Every part from diet, herbal remedies, to the
design of the many energy channels, called Marmas, is tackled and how every one of us may
become truly beautiful, content loving humans.• He explains the clearing away of blockages that
inhibit our accurate potential. It is a book about unbiased Truth gives case by case examples of
different healings and the transformation of people's lives through the use of his unique energy
recovery and natural herbs.• ••••There are many life-changing testimonials compiled by some of
his client's who've experienced his healing remedies. This reserve is profound and powerful in its
message and content material. Living in Beauty--don't most of us want that? From dieting,
workout, gyms and spas to cosmetic surgery, many of us are focused on beauty and happiness
from the outside. It's wonderful to have knowledge so vital to our very being, shared, and Living in
Beauty shares the data of Marma technology with the inspirational capacity to guide anyone
toward their desired state of health, beauty and vitality. This reserve is wonderfull in its ablity to
describe simply some highly complex ideas, and to motivate you to a pure vision of yourself.
Therefore eloquently written, I came across myself reading and re-reading each phrase to absorb
whenever you can. Not only a fascinating and educating browse but a practical guide that i know
I will use as my wellness "bible".A client of Joseph Kurian's going back few years, I instantly felt
and saw the positive and existence altering effects of Joseph's creams, herbs and oils and
rejuvenation treatments. Now I fully understand the history and methodology of his function and
why I now feel better than I could ever remember.Just what a amazing gift God has given us
through Joseph Kurian.. Fantastic. Living in Beauty is simple and obvious in describing the daily
self help practices of the Vedic tradition.. I've meditated with Saints and been to among the best
Ayur Vedic healers, Network Chriopractors, Reiki masters, on the planet. Joseph can easily and
accurately offer you all of the answers you have already been searching for.a genuine gift it was.
From the within out. It's a must buy! As the publication describes, Joseph was created gifted and



stuided a long time with masters of herbology, Indian fighting techinques etc, and has continuing
even further to function towards a genuine vision of "perfect health". I have bought 3 for myself
and others. Joseph talks about how children do greatest when they are home their mother for at
least twelve months and ideally for 3 years and are breasts fed for a 12 months and a half.
Impactful and of enduring value I came across myself reading Joeseph Kurian's book nearly non
stop. I've read most of the current offerings of this type of Ayur Veda and Indian literature.
Additionally, the book contains several extremely effective types of meditation. He ties jointly the
connection between your individual and the universe we live in most clearly. The best book i've
ever read! Marma science is the root and most powerful factor of any of the Indian healing arts
and J. Joseph Kurian provides many insights into the bodies natural ability to rejuvinate.
Beautifully Inspirational and Spiritually Informative I received Joseph's book as a gift. Please
read Surviving in Beauty and move it along to your adored ones--I have! I've studied health,
meditation and martial arts for 25 years. And explain why it is you earn so little improvement with
all the help you had recieved. Being truly a Customer of Joseph's and getting privileged to
experience his Healing Programs and the use of his items, this book was naturally the next
experience for me. Joseph Kurian displays us how to use our gifts from God--our bodies, minds
and spirits--to become the most beautiful beings that people can be. This is a beautiful reserve
written by a truly beautiful Master. I found Joseph Kurian's book interesting and insighful. "Living
In Beauty" is an amazing reserve. Kurian is a genuine Master in that pure oral custom of South
India. This book is set aside by the living knowledge it offers for us to make use of on a daily
basis to gain maximum health, beauty, and vitality. One you knew was there all along but were
not in a position to quite reach.
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